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Abstract
The paper aim is to give a clear picture of woman in India where most of the girls are facing harassment and violence in the society. This paper shows the real picture of the emotionless development in the society and the true condition of the girls who fight for their equal rights in their family and society. Even they are trying to save their self-respect among her all dear ones. This condition is because of the sick mentality of the people. This paper is the actual picture of woman in this modern society. With this regular development materialistic things are increasing but thinking of a human mind is not developing.
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1. Introduction
Present paper is about the condition of girl child in Haryana and it raises a question on the sustainable development in the society. Now a days we are saying that our country is getting success in different fields. People are fighting on political issues, we are talking about religious biasedness. Still we are unable to save our girl. Let us discuss about the problems which a girl faces and possible solutions. People have so many advises for these problems but how many of them are working on seriously. Man has become a psychopath and he is the only one who is spoiling society. Although “The state has a dismal record on gender issues, though its economic growth is quite appreciable with the highest per capita in come in India.”(1)

2. Suicide is the only solution
An issue, which is discussed in this paper is violence against girls. This violence starts at home and become so critical which leads a girl to suicide or a girl is murdered by her own family. She is not safe even in her own house, when a girl gets her adolescent, everyone is watching her like she is an alien, female members of her family, neighbours and relatives. When she gets out of her home everyone watches her with all their dirty expressions and its not easy to move in that kind of situation. In India mentality of people in society is same everywhere even if we talk about the educated people around us. When girl faces rape and harassment, she sees towards her family and society for justice but gets negative attitude like she is not a victim but a culprit who encourages the criminal for crime. She takes to end her life is the only solution. “Women experience violence both in public and private spaces which undermines their dignity, security, health, and autonomy.” (2)

In Indian constitution woman has equal rights but still her condition is same. Here, everyone is working for sustainable development of society in which birds, animals and sea species are included but what about girls and women who are still unsafe.
3. Controled by man
A girl, a young woman or even an old woman can not do anything independently. In childhood, a woman is controlled by her father, when she becomes young brother become her new ruler and after marriage her husband is her supreme command who takes all her decisions without her consent, in her old age her son is her ruler. That’s true, we give speech on women empowerment, celebrates mothers day and women’s day but all are just showoffs to tell the world about the broadmindedness of our country. In reality, people have closed their eyes and mouths and think that everything is normal.

Our society is male dominated society and it is unfortunate that a female has the same mentality to dominated by a man is ok for her. After birth of a girl child, whole family treats her like a burden and makes her to realize the same feeling since her childhood. Even in Haryana, girl and boy ratio is so huge and this state of India is famous for killing girl child after her birth. “ One Gender and Patriarchy: The traditional belief of attributing different characteristics, roles and status to women and men in society to biological differences between them”.(3)

Women is the subject of crime and violence over the entire life. Following study shows the crimes committed against women in the state of Haryana.

Khap Panchayat is male dominated institutes and in Haryana we can not ignore the strong place of it. Even every decision is declared by Khap Panchayat. The people avoid to go to police station because they believe in Panchayat justice. In this Panchayat women is always stand as criminal and they have cruel decisions for women. Even man is equal responsible but punishment is only for women. Haryana is on third place in the country when it comes to atrocities against women. In this panchayat all members are men.

4. Not finding girl for marriage
In India girl boy ration has huge variation due to this so many boys are left without marriage. We are announcing our open mind attitude all over world but with this ratio everyone can find the reality of our thinking. We can see that girls are more laborious and hardworking than boys, they can take care of whole family better than a boy can do but still boys are important to lead a family. In books every person reads marriage is a bond between a girl and a boy. In schools and colleges we have debate on gender biasness and how a person can change his or her mind. In news channels people fight for injustice with a girl in family and society but the result is same. An educated girl can find a suitable match for her but for a boy it is not easy to find an appropriate girl for marriage. “Discrimination on the basis of ‘gender’ has been observed in all spheres of human interests including the granting of land rights by the state.”(4)

5. Low mentality of Indian people
Haryana ranks third in the country when it comes to atrocities against women. The National Commission for Women has received 1720 complaints, the third highest number of cases of crime against women from Haryana during the year 2014-15. Priority of a son is so strong that parents kill their daughters in the womb. The society is male dominated that’s why every family wants son as their leader. A Woman does not like a woman this is a reality which can show the low mentality of a family who is inherited this into the mind of a girl also and that’s why she has starts to hate her own gender. A general survey can tell the thinking of the society that:

“ladka budhape ka sahara hota hai, ladki to apne ghar chali jaawe, ghar ka deeva jalta rehta hai, ladke se hi vansh aage badhta hai”.
Even, a girl is also tries to become or look like a boy in her childhood so everyone starts to give their attention to her. If a woman is pregnant she will pray to god for a boy only not for a girl and if she gives birth to a girl then she faces negative expressions from her family or a attitude which tells that she has done something wrong. This creates fear in woman before her child’s birth and during her pregnancy she only pray for a boy. Today also, we can see the same thinking after education and development.

6. Position of girl is worst in society
In India in ancient time woman has high status. However with the passage of time and beginning of political establishment the status of woman has fallen considerably. Women in present times are ahead from boys in every sphere. The women in more and more numbers are coming out from the houses to attain employment. But the security of the women is one such question that holds the parents to restrict themselves inside the premises of the houses. Women now a days are contributing equally for developing our economy. They are working in private and government institutions Women who are working they face so many problems and manage themselves. Now they become independent and have potential equally to man. Yes, that’s true for women’s safety government has taken so many steps and make rules for them but the crime against women is increasing regularly. With new techniques with modernization get a strong position but for women situation is becoming worst day by day. As per National Commission for women Data, when it comes to atrocities against women. While the dowry complaints against police harassment especially police apathy have been increasing rapidly over the years.
1. Rape (sec.376 I PC)
2. Kidnapping and abduction for specified purposes (sec. 362-373 IPC)
3. Homicide for Dowry, Dowry Death or their Attempts (sec. 302/304-BIPC)
4. Torture-Both mental and physical (sec. 498-AIPC)
5. Molestation (sec.354 IPC)
6. Sexual Harassment ( Eve teasing) (sec. 509 IPC)
7. Importation of girls ( sec. 366-BIPC)

7. Conclusion
These are the acts which made for the safety of girls but the crime against girls is not becoming less even it is increasing every day. The women of our country have been bringing medals to our country and make our country proud. They are pride of India and when they come back after victory everyone says they are from India. So its time to change conservative thinking about girls. These girls are answers of those cruel questions of this society which asked by so called conservative people to the mothers of girl child.
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